FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Array Networks Named as a Finalist for the 2011 Network Products Guide
Hot Technology and Best Application Delivery Product Awards
Winners to be honored in Las Vegas on May 10, 2011
MILPITAS, CA – March 24, 2011 – Array Networks Inc., (TWO: 3664) a global leader in
optimized application access, security and delivery, today announced that Network Products
Guide, an industry-leading technology research and advisory guide, has named Array’s
SpeedCore™ application delivery networking platform and APV9650 application delivery
controller as finalists for the 6th Annual 2011 Hot Technology and Best Application Delivery
Product Awards. These industry and peer awards from Network Products Guide are the
world’s premier information technology awards honoring achievements and recognitions in
every facet of the IT industry. Winners will be honored in Las Vegas on Tuesday, May 10,
2011 during the 6th annual dinner and presentations.
A finalist for the 2011 Hot Technology award, Array SpeedCore is an application delivery
networking platform that integrates access, security, acceleration, control and availability on
a parallel, multi-core architecture to achieve breakthrough performance and economies-ofscale. A true platform for data center modernization, SpeedCore supports bi-directional
integration with proprietary and third-party monitoring and management systems for
optimizing traditional and virtual infrastructure. It also provides exportable application and
network level intelligence for optimizing the performance of complementary data center
technologies as well as an open development environment and SDK that gives ISVs visibility
into delivery infrastructure for optimizing application performance.
The Array APV9650, a finalist for the 2011 Best Application Delivery Product award, is a
next-generation, 60Gbps application delivery controller that delivers more L4 throughput and
more Layer 7 throughput than the closest competing ADC appliance as well as unbeatable
price-performance. Capable and fast, the APV9650 introduces enhancements for optimizing
service delivery and lowering costs in the enterprise and service provider data center
including application-aware traffic management, dynamic caching, adaptive compression and
SSL acceleration. The APV9650 also supports next-generation standards including IPv6,
2048-bit SSL, 10GigE and virtualization integration.
An annual achievements and recognition awards program with active participation from a
broad spectrum of industry voices, the coveted annual Hot Company, Hot Technology and
Best Products recognition program encompasses the world’s best in organizational
performance, products and services, executives and management teams, successful
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deployments, product management and engineering, support and customer satisfaction, and
public relations in every area of information technology.
“It’s an honor to be named a finalist by Network Products Guide for these esteemed industry
and peer awards,” said Michael Zhao, president of Array networks. “This further validates
our position as a company poised to successfully overcome the application delivery and
secure application access issues faced by organizations today.”
About Array Networks
Array Networks Inc. is a global leader in enterprise secure application delivery and universal
access solutions for the rapidly growing SSL VPN and application delivery controller (ADC)
markets. More than 5,000 customers worldwide – including enterprises, service providers,
government and vertical organizations in healthcare, finance, insurance and education – rely
on Array to provide anytime, anywhere secure and optimized application access. Industry
leaders including Deloitte, Red Herring, Gartner, and Frost and Sullivan have recognized
Array as a market and technology leader.
About Network Products Guide Awards
As industry’s leading technology research and advisory publication, Network Products Guide
plays a vital role in keeping decision makers and end-users informed of the choices they can
make in all areas of information technology. You will discover a wealth of information and
tools in this guide including the best products and services, roadmaps, industry directions,
technology advancements and independent product evaluations that facilitate in making the
most pertinent technology decisions impacting business and personal goals. The guide
follows conscientious research methodologies developed and enhanced by industry experts.
To learn more, visit www.networkproductsguide.com
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